Older people, mental health and learning

Context: population and political

The World Health Organization (2002) describes population aging as “one of humanity’s greatest triumphs” as well as “one of our greatest challenges.” Growth in the number of older people as a proportion of the total population (described as the graying of the world’s population) is a global phenomenon. With increasing age the causes of death and disease change: in early life communicable diseases, nutritional deficiencies and maternal/perinatal conditions are most important, but after midlife, chronic conditions assume increasing importance. Amongst the chronic conditions of later life, mental disorders feature prominently, the two most common being dementia and depression (Faculty of Old Age Psychiatry, 2006).

This demographic challenge, and the concerns about its political and economic implications (as well as social and health consequences), probably underlie increasing political interest in the U.K. in late life mental health, as illustrated by a series of high profile publications over recent years (Care Services Improvement Partnership, 2005; Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2006; Age Concern and The Mental Health Foundation, 2006; Age Concern, 2007; National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence – Social Care Institute for Excellence (NICE-SCIE), 2007; National Audit Office, 2007; House of Commons Committee of Public Accounts, 2008). The report Dementia UK (Alzheimer’s Society, 2007) attracted a lot of interest and concern with its projections of the anticipated growth in numbers of people with dementia in the U.K. and detailed examination of the financial costs of dementia. Lowin et al. (2001) estimated the direct costs of Alzheimer’s disease in the U.K. to be greater than those of cancer, stroke and heart disease combined. The Department of Health has recently published a National Dementia Strategy for England (Department of Health, 2009).

Context: mental health in later life

Dementia becomes more prevalent with increasing age and, in broad figures, affects one person in 20 aged over 65 and one person in five aged over 80 (Hofman et al., 1991). The Alzheimer’s Society (www.alzheimers.org.uk) estimates that there are currently 700,000 people with dementia in the U.K. and that this will increase to 1 million by 2025. The most common forms of dementia are Alzheimer’s disease (62%) and vascular and mixed dementia (27%) (Alzheimer’s Society, 2007), but there are many other causes. Dementia can be viewed as a terminal illness and people will deteriorate until they need help with all the activities of daily living. There is no specific treatment for Alzheimer’s disease or vascular dementia, although drug treatments are available which are of benefit to some people (NICE, 2007).

Depression is a common mental health challenge in older people: around 15% of people aged over 65 have a depressive syndrome (European Commission, 2004). However, a much smaller proportion, about 2%, would meet criteria for a major depressive illness (European Commission, 2004). Depression is more common in care settings, including general hospitals (Wattis, 2008). Beeston (2006) points out that people over the age of 65 are more successful than any other age group in taking their own lives and about two-thirds of older people who kill themselves are depressed; despite this, the National Suicide Prevention Strategy for England (Department of Health, 2002) lacked a focus on older adults. In most Member States of the European Union suicide rates amongst older people are higher than in any other age group (Wahlbeck and Mäkinen, 2008).

Older people also present with a range of other disorders, including psychoses and substance misuse disorders (Hybels and Blazer, 2003).

What is learning?

Learning is the knowledge or skills acquired through study or by being taught. To learn is to be informed, to get to know, to gain knowledge, skill or ability. Learning can take many forms, including learning about health issues, such as the treatment and prevention of mental disorders. It is also the primary goal in an academic (i.e. formal or scholarly) sense, as in the case of the woman with recurrent depression following retirement who undertook a degree in Egyptology (personal communication), in the sense of developing new interests (for example, the man with recurrent depression in later life who enrolled on a computer course and the woman in
her 80s who took up classes in life drawing (personal communications), and in developing existing skills (for example, the man who had enjoyed attending a gym over many years who was supported to continue despite developing progressive dementia (personal communication)). We can understand learning as a process (McNamee, 2007) where knowledge is not a package transferred from one person to another but instead emerges from the interaction between the people involved. Teaching is also learning, as it is a process by which ideas evolve over time through the interactions between “teacher” and students. Taking a systems perspective this learning or teaching process will impact on other roles and relationships which the learner or teacher undertakes. Involvement in learning will alter how individuals see themselves and how others see them.

**The role of learning**

Age Concern (2008a) identifies six roles for learning:

- maintaining mental and physical health
- pursuing interests and broadening horizons
- improving self-confidence
- gaining life skills
- reducing isolation, and
- contributing to the community.

These offer a useful framework. What evidence is there that engaging in learning activities enhances mental health in older adults? The World Health Organization (WHO) states that education in early life, combined with opportunities to engage in life-long learning can help people to develop the confidence and skills that will help them to adapt and remain independent as they grow older (WHO, 2002). Davey (2002) argues that lifelong learning assists the transition to retirement and later life. Glanz and Neikrug (1997) advocate that learning in later life should be regarded not as “leisure-time consumer activity” but as “social investment,” since it encourages creativity, personal development and intellectual growth as well as combating ageism. Thus, older adults’ learning can contribute to the life of the community as a whole: for example, a woman with recurrent anxiety and depression post-retirement undertook a course in food hygiene so that someone at her local community center was qualified and its work could continue (personal communication). Orte et al. (2007) maintain that education plays a fundamental role in quality of life and therefore fulfils a health-related function. Similarly, Schneider (2003) views learning as resulting in health-related behaviors: “learning can compensate for aging.” Duay and Bryan (2006) state that learning is a coping strategy which helps people cope with stress and major events/transitions, and these may be related to physical and/or mental health. The National Service Framework Mental Health (Department of Health, 1999) stresses the role of education in mental health promotion and social inclusion, and the Social Exclusion Unit Report (Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, 2004) highlights the need for people with mental health problems to be able to access education.

One possible obstacle to engaging older adults with mental disorders in learning might be the prejudice amongst people of all ages that learning/curiosity/enquiry is for the young (or perhaps for those who will use their skills in paid employment). Attitudes to learning and involvement in learning are likely to differ between generations and the older people of today may have grown up at a time when there was an emphasis on earning ability and duty in a setting of more rigid gender roles and less career flexibility.

**Aspects of learning**

In relation to older people's mental health, the benefits of learning can be considered in three main areas:

1. Practical: developing life skills/adjusting to illness
2. Psychological: maintaining/developing self-confidence and setting personal goals
3. Social: social contact, avoiding isolation and engaging with the community.

**Practical aspects of learning**

Learning about an illness (physical or mental) or about how to maintain health and avoid illness is an important practical area, but practical aspects may involve learning new skills (including problem-solving skills), developing existing skills or acquiring knowledge not related to health/illness. One example is adjusting to or preparing for retirement. Retirement can be a loss event which may precipitate depressive illness (Pitt, 1998), so preparation/adjustment may prevent depression or, when an individual has already developed depression, addressing the transition to retirement might be part of treatment and relapse prevention. Practical skills learned may impact beneficially on other areas; for example, learning computer skills may impact socially by enabling elders whose mobility is limited to keep in contact with members of their families electronically or to make new social contacts. Learning has been regarded as a coping strategy (Duay and Bryan, 2006) in helping...
people deal with stress and helping them cope with major events and transitions (which would include retirement, major health challenges and bereavements). It can enable people to develop new skills which may compensate for some of the changes that come with aging; for example, learning electronic means of communication can enable people who are less mobile in later life to continue to keep in touch with existing family and friends, to make new friends, to access intellectual stimulation, and to contribute to the community; alternatively learning to drive may be another way to compensate for reduced mobility.

**Case example** (personal communication): a Gujerati-speaking woman with diabetes became unwell after failing to comply with her treatment. Despite mild memory problems related to cerebrovascular disease, she was helped to understand her treatment by repeatedly watching a video about diabetes with care staff in the home where she was in respite care.

**Psychological aspects of learning**

Learning can enhance self-esteem, self-efficacy and self-confidence (Mehrotra, 2003; Richeson et al., 2007). It may increase motivation – for example, if it is enjoyable it will reinforce a person’s desire to engage in further learning – and it encourages personal and intellectual growth (Glanz and Neikrug, 1997). Davey (2002) studied older adults undertaking university courses and found that they were more likely to study interest-based subjects and to have personal development as a goal. Engagement in learning may well involve a person in examining and redefining their concept of self. Learning offers a means of helping individuals develop new goals for the future and may also involve them in developing new roles and adjusting existing roles: this links with social aspects as it will affect not only how they see themselves but also how other people see them.

**Case example**: a woman with Alzheimer’s disease became involved in developing a university teaching program (Benbow et al., 2008) and delivered some teaching to the students, which was rated far more highly than the teaching of university staff. She later talked movingly about how this had brought some good out of her illness. She recognizes that her involvement impacted on a range of professional staff, but has also altered her family’s view of her and her own view of herself.

**Social aspects of learning**

Involvement in learning activities may broaden an individual’s social network and enrich existing social interactions, for example at a simple level by giving people more conversational topics which will itself be socially reinforcing. It may also allow people to contribute to their communities; this potentially reinforces the psychological benefits of learning by impacting on an individual’s self-esteem.

**Case example** (personal communication): the daughter of a depressed and socially isolated elderly woman said that she dreaded visiting her mum as she never had anything to talk about. After her mum started to go to a day center, where she developed an interest in artwork, her daughter reported that she found their time together more enjoyable as her mum talked about her new interest.

An example of all three aspects of learning is Peter aka geriatric1927 who is a serial YouTube blogger and has his own website (http://www.askgeriatric.com). He is a member of the internationally known band and social experiment The Zimmers, and is involved in silversurferadvocates.co.uk. He writes on the web that this is “what this project is all about... to get the message out there of the joys of computing and pointing out all of the benefits. And let’s not forget, apart from the pleasures, there are health benefits that accrue when the mind as well as the body is used and stretched.”

He notes the practical difficulties of learning how to use a computer and learning what you can do with a computer. In an interview on YouTube he talks about the social benefits, about the community he has discovered through YouTube, “individual friends... people you become attached to... people come to visit.” His ability to use his computer has given him a new sense of purpose and a desire to communicate with the online community. His 48,000+ subscribers and 2.2 million hits (as of 5 September 2008) testify to the fact that the community is listening, and, in the exchange, both parties are learning.

**Application of learning to older adults’ mental health**

These three aspects of learning can be related to:

- the prevention of illness (health promotion),
- the treatment of illness,
- the prevention of relapse/promotion of mental health amongst people with ongoing mental health problems.

**Prevention of illness (health promotion)**

Learning about illness and the effect of a healthy lifestyle should have a beneficial impact on future health. With regard to depressive illness in later life, Age Concern (2008b) has recently published...
a report which argues that education programs are needed that are aimed at older people and their families so that they know how to recognize and treat depression.

Involvement in other learning opportunities may involve people in being more active physically which will impact on their physical and mental health. If they make more social contacts it might reduce social isolation and loneliness: this may increase the likelihood of having close confiding relationships and a supportive social network with resulting benefits to mental health (Emmerson et al., 1989: Turvey et al., 2002). Alongside these benefits, a re-evaluation of the individual’s role in late life may increase their psychological resilience. These impacts acting together may be able to protect against depressive disorders.

The European Commission Consensus paper on Mental Health in Older People (Jané-Llopis and Gabilondo, 2008) notes that there is evidence that involvement in meaningful activities (of various sorts) has been shown to improve the mental health of older people and contributes to well-being in later life, as do exercise and measures which maintain older adults’ engagement with the community.

There is increasing evidence that the risk of dementia in later life may be minimized by maintaining physical and social activity and intervening earlier in life to modify major risk factors including hypertension, smoking, high blood cholesterol levels, and diabetes mellitus. Fratiglioni et al. (2007) note that people with less education are at higher risk of developing dementia and argue that intellectual stimulation protects against dementia. They regard an active life for older people (including mentally, socially and physically stimulating activities) as an important strategy in dementia prevention.

Learning could therefore play a potential role in prevention of both dementia and depressive disorder in later life and the promotion of mental (and physical) well-being.

Treatment of mental disorder

Moniz-Cook (2006) wrote about mental activity (or “mental exercise”) as a psychological therapy for dementia but notes that there is confusion about what this might mean. She describes a broad range of activities that might come under this heading. The National Service Framework for Older People (Department of Health, 2001) recommends that the treatment of dementia “always involves” non-drug treatments such as mental exercise. Engagement in learning opportunities could constitute “mental exercise.”

Richeson et al. (2007) reported an interesting study of a small group of people with early dementia who were offered a 13-week adult education class on health promotion. They found that it influenced measures of self-efficacy, mood and mental status and that the people concerned were interested in learning, growing and making connections despite their illness.

Dijkstra et al. (2006) demonstrated that people with dementia (with Mini-mental State Examination scores of 11–23, mean 17.8) could successfully teach students how to prepare recipes. They suggest that such success may impact on quality of life and feelings of self-worth as well as contributing to more rewarding social interactions. This is an illustration of older people (with dementia) as an untapped source of knowledge: tapping into that knowledge benefits both the older adults (who discover that they have unsuspected talents and wisdom) and the people who learn from them. Similarly Phinney et al. (2007) found that meaningful activities contribute to maintaining autonomy and personal identity amongst people with mild to moderate dementia.

These findings raise the question of whether engagement in learning/teaching could form part of dementia treatment in the future.

Simone and Haas (2007) investigated the influence of learning on mood amongst a group of older students attending classes at a university lifelong learning institute and found an improvement in mood at the end of the class. Although this study was open and uncontrolled it raises another interesting issue relevant to depressive illness: if mood improves following a learning experience in non-depressed older adults, might the same benefit occur in older adults with depression?

Prevention of relapse

Depressive illness in later life tends to be a relapsing disorder and the arguments regarding the role of learning in health promotion are equally applicable to the prevention of future episodes in someone with a history of depressive illness in late life. Similarly health promotion in someone with a diagnosis of dementia could involve a role for learning. Extending social networks and social support, improving self-esteem and developing skills are likely to decrease vulnerability to future relapses.

Conclusions

Learning may benefit older people regardless of whether they have a mental health problem, and there is no reason to think that people with mental
health problems in later life will benefit less than those without. It would seem more likely that they might gain more benefit, and there are some interesting studies which support this hypothesis. Therefore, opportunities for learning should be considered as part of mental health promotion in later life, and in connection with the management of people with existing mental health problems. These areas are assuming increasing importance as the world population grays and mental health disorders of later life become an increasing public health challenge. A recent paper in the BMJ (Butler et al., 2008) argued for a concerted effort to slow down aging – learning might have a role here too.

There has been surprisingly little research focused on the role of learning in relation to older people’s mental health and a number of interesting questions await answers:

- How is the process of learning beneficial?
- What is different about people who engage in learning in later life?
- Who will benefit from engagement in learning?
- How can clinicians use learning to promote and maintain mental health in older adults?
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